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www.reveal-designs.com
Reveal Designs is a newly formed company that partners with elite global architectural firms to create recognizable brands in the design of buildings and products. The Grace Chair, highlighted on Reveal Design’s home page (above left), is part of a new line of products designed by James Cutler/Cutler Anderson Architects and offered exclusively through the company.

www.marble-institute.com
The Marble Institute of America (MIA) has launched a redesigned Web site that incorporates information for members, nonmembers, and consumers. The multipage site includes a members forum, a secure online publication-ordering system, and the latest news from the association.

www.certifiedwood.org
Metafore is a nonprofit organization that seeks out business and other civil society leaders who recognize the connection between business prosperity and forest integrity. The company has launched a redesigned and enhanced Forest Certification Resource Center Web site to provide forest certification information to a diverse audience.
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